
Lecture 2

CSE 331
Jan 29, 2020



Enroll on Piazza

https://piazza.com/buffalo/spring2020/cse331

https://piazza.com/buffalo/spring2020/cse331/home
https://piazza.com/buffalo/spring2020/cse331/home


Read the syllabus CAREFULLY!
No graded material will be handed back till you pass the syllabus quiz!

Only 70 of you (out of 150) completed!



You can submit the following now

You should be on Autolab now



Allowed Sources



… even for programming Q
http://www-student.cse.buffalo.edu/~atri/cse331/fall18/policies/allowed-sources.html



TA Office hours finalized today 



My Office hours finalized today 

Mon 3:00-3:50 and Wed 3:00-3:50

Mon 4:00-4:50 and Wed 3:00-3:50

(or by appointment iff you cannot make either)



Why do proofs?

Makes you think logically about problems and solutions

From an engineer who works on Google Maps:

Proving that the algorithm I am implementing is correct helps me 
identify corner cases



https://cse.buffalo.edu/~erdem/cse331/support/proofs/index.html

https://cse.buffalo.edu/~erdem/cse331/support/proofs/index.html


A more subtle incorrect “proof”

Brad Pitt had a beard

Every goat has a beard 

waleg.com

animaldiversity.org

Hence, Brad Pitt is a goat.



More chances to recover

Lowest three HW scores will be dropped

If you do better on the final exam than the mid-term exam
then only final exam score will count



Follow the Textbook



https://cse.buffalo.edu/~erdem/cse331/support/index.html

https://cse.buffalo.edu/~erdem/cse331/support/index.html


Questions/Comments?



Why should I care ?



Combining Shadows to 
Understanding the network



The key technical problem

Given the three projections, what is the largest size of 
the original set of points?



Conquering Shadows to Conquering 
the Internet

Algorithmically compute 
the missing set



The proof is in the performance

>10x faster

Better algorithm with little hacking will beat a worse 
algorithm with tons of hacking



The key technical problem

Highly trivial: 43 = 64 Still trivial: 42 = 16 Correct answer: 41.5 = 8



From someone who got a Google 
job

�You can let your algorithms class know 
that the phone interviews are essentially 
like a difficult algorithms test. 

Lots of data structures, specifying the algorithm, analyzing the 
run time and space requirements... And all on the phone and 
you're supposed to talk through your thought process.�



Coding jobs will be done by AI



Coding jobs will be done by AI



So am I doomed?
There will still be room for high level algorithmic thinking!



Why care about algorithms?

Driving directions



Why care about algorithms?

Computing Bestsellers on the fly



Why care about algorithms?

Booking cheapest air tickets



Why care about algorithms?

Google searches



Why care about algorithms?

Data compression
http://www.di.ens.fr/~cherniav/teaching.html



(And I could) go on…



Find out for yourself
Mini project: Video on ethical impacts of algorithm. Groups of size = 3



Questions/Comments?



Let the fun begin!



Who is Algorithm named after?

Abū �Abd Allāh Muhammad ibn Mūsā al-Khwārizmī

9th century Persian astronomer/mathematician

825 AD: �On Calculation with Arabic Numerals�

Latin translation 12th century

�Algorithmi de numero Indorum�



What are Algorithms?





Don Knuth



Don Knuth Reward Checks

http://www.flickr.com/photos/32184482@N03/3010989157/



Knuth’s Definition

An algorithm is a finite, definitive, effective
procedure with some input and some 
output



Remember: Stick with your group



Broadband access

https://assets.bwbx.io/images/users/iqjWHBFdfxIU/iZSjibxE1KJs/v1/800x-1.jpg



Erie county is reasonably good

http://www.governing.com/gov-data/broadband-speeds-availability.html



One county over

http://www.governing.com/gov-data/broadband-speeds-availability.html



Make broadband more available

Say you are tasked 
to come up with the 

infrastructure


